German Shepherd Dog Club of Qld –
Championship Show
3 July 2022
Judge -Alastair Henderson
German Shepherd Dog Club of Qld. held two Championship Shows over the weekend July 2Nd and 3rd
,2022.With Vince Tantaro judging Saturday and myself on Sunday. The weather on Sunday was
fine,sunny and not too hot for the dogs.
With the small entry the show finished in good time and with the help of the club's hard working
committee headed by Fred Flower as show manager, Sue Bruno and Sharon Thorp.Special thanks to
my Stenographer Nicky Jones who certainly made my job a lot easier and of course my steward Jean.
Even though a number of dogs were not presented owing to rules that are quite restrictive and some
small minded individuals lodging a complaint, there was as a whole many very good animals
presented and the class winners overall of very high quality.
Probably since Long Stock Coats have been a separate breed,this is the first time I have awarded
them Best in Show. They were presented in top condition and handled to a high standard to
complement their very good construction. I certainly would like to congratulate the breeders of
Kaygar Esther and Eroica Ice Ice Baby.
As in many shows the issues of deep hindquarter angulation and steep shoulder blades are
prevalent. But saying that I tried to take that into account but still promote dogs of type near to the
standard.
The main progeny presented were sired by Chilli Della Valcuvia, Conbhairean Freddie and Dingo de
Casa Mary. Unlike other shows Wulkano Uno von Schnitzerteam does not seem to have been used
here yet.
Gun testing was held in all open classes with all dogs not showing any concern.
A special mention must be made of the efforts of the club to provide a trophy table that was of such
a high standard that will set the bar for other clubs to follow. Well done.
Lastly many thanks to the exhibitors for accepting my placings in a sportsmanlike manner and it was
great to catch up with many long time friends.
Thank you to all involved.

Long Stock - Minor
Puppy Bitch
1

AWESAMSHEP ISLA
8mths large, strong, female vg type, and strength, feminine head,
where planes could be more balanced, good withers, clean top and
underline, croup is short and steep, good fore and vg hind

Very Promising

angulation. Stand correct in front. Steps close going, correct
coming, tail has pronounced hook and is long, during movement
displays vg drive and good reach maintaining a good outline.
2

GABMALU JAVA

Very Promising

Just 6 mths, med size med strong, feminine female, of vg type
strong feminine head, good wither, good topline, with a slightly
steep croup, should blade slightly forward placed and upper arm
slightly short, vg hindquarter angulation with normal fore and
underchest development for age. Stands correct in front, good
sequence of steps coming and going, tail goes to the left. During
movement displays vg drive where reach could be more
pronounced.
Longstock – Junior
bitch
3

GABMALU HELGA AZ

Very Good

59.5cm, 28.5cm large strong substantial, feminine black and gold
bitch, vg type and proportions, strong feminine head, dark
masking, good length of neck, high wither, clean top and
underlines, where croup could be a little longer, a well angled but
slightly short upper arm, very good hindquarter with good breadth
of thigh where lower thigh could be little shorter, good forechest
development, standing correct in front, shows good sequence of
steps coming and going where elbows should be tighter, during
movement shows powerful drive and very good reach, maintaining
a pleasing outline.
6

WILDHERTZ STALKING WOLF AZ

Very Good

62cm. 29cm oversize, vg strength, good proportions, strong
feminine head where planes could be more balanced and eyes
darker, good length of neck, level withers, clean top line, croup
should be longer and better angled, well angled u/arm, vg hind
where lower thigh could be shorter and good breadth of thighs,
good fore and sl short underchest for age, steps close going,
elbows should be tighter, stands correct in front, during movement
displays vg drive and good reach where wither could be higher.
Longstock –
Intermediate bitch
10

*KAYGARR ESTHER AZ BSC

Very Good

60.5cm 28.5cm – Large, strong, feminine, very well prop female,
of very good type and construction, pleasing strong feminine head,
very good length neck, high withers, very good top and underlines,
well positioned croup, very good angulations of both fore and
hindquarters, with very good fore and underchest development for
age, standing correct in front, slightly long front feet, steps close
going, during movement displays powerful far reaching gait with a
very good outline.
11

AMDAK HASHTAG FUDGE ME
60cm 28cm. Large med strong slightly compact in proportions
female of good type, strong feminine head where planes could
more balanced, neck should be a little longer, good wither, clean
topline, where croup could be longer, upper arm should be longer

Good

and better angled, with very good hind angulation, good fore and
pronounced underchest development, stands a little wide in front,
steps close going, elbows should be tighter. During movement
displays good reach and drive, with a rise in the topline
Long Stock - Open
Bitch
13

*EROICA JUST WANT TO HAVE FUN AI AZ BSC

Excellent

61cm 30cm – very large, med strong, feminine, bitch of overall
very good type, and proportions, has a strong feminine head which
could be broader when viewed from the front, and the stop could
be more pronounced, a good length of neck, high withers, very
good top and underlines, with a good croup, well angled but short
upper arm, very good hind angulation with good breadth of thigh,
good fore and underchest development, standing correct in
front,she is a little short in foreleg. Where toes could be more
arched, steps close going, elbows could be tighter, during
movement displays very good drive and good reach maintaining a
pleasing outline.
15

*GABMALU FISKA AZ

Excellent

59cm 26cm – large medium strong, feminine very balanced bitch,
very good type, good proportions, strong feminine head where
skull could be broader, good length of neck, high wither, firm clean
topline, croup could be little longer and better angled, well angled
but short upper arm, very good hind angulation, good breadth of
thigh. Steps close going, elbows could be tighter, long tail, during
movement displays very good drive, good reach, maintaining a
good outline.
Stock Coat – Puppy
Bitch
29

KINGLAND FANJA

Very Promising

10.5mths – above med size, med strong, vg prop, vg type, has a
good head, where underjaw could be stronger, good wither, firm
clean topline, croup slightly flat, well angled but short upper arm,
very good hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thighs, good
fore and slightly short underchest development. Stands correct in
front, shows good sequence of steps coming and going, elbows
should be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and
good reach where wither could remain higher.
32

KELINPARK WISPA
9mths. Above medium size medium strong, feminine bitch, of
overall very good type, strong feminine head, good length of neck,
high withers, firm straight back, well positioned croup, well angled
but short upper arm, very good hind angulation and breadth of
thigh, good fore and underchest angulation. Standing correct in
front. Has good sequence of steps coming and going, elbows could
be tighter, the underchest could be a little longer. During
movement displays very good drive and good reach, carrying the
neck a little erect.

Very Promising

33

JAYSHELL YOYO

Very Promising

9mths. Well above medium size, slightly stretched female, very
good type, strong feminine head, where eyes could be darker, eyes
a little round, good length of neck, high wither, firm straight back,
croup is quite well laid, well angled upper arm, very good hind
angulation, good fore and very good underchest development,
stands correct in front, steps a little cowhocked going, elbows need
to be tighter, during movement displays very good drive and good
reach maintaining a good outline.
34

BLUEMAX HAZELNUT SWIRL

Very Promising

8mths 3 weeks. Well above medium size, strong feminine, bitch
of very good proportions, very good type, strong feminine head,
with good breadth of skull, good length of neck, high wither, firm
clean topline, with good angle of croup, very good angulations of
both fore and hindquarter, with good breadth of thigh, good fore
and very good underchest development for age, standing correct
in front, elbows could be tighter, underchest could be little longer,
during movement displays powerful drive and very good reach
maintaining a very good outline.
23

FREEVALE WOWSER WOW

Very Promising

9mths. Large med strong, feminine female, of overall still very
good type, strong feminine head, where eye could be a little
darker, neck is carried upright, good wither, good top and
underline and croup could be longer and better angled. Shoulder
blade and upper arm could be better angled, deep hind angulation,
good breadth of thighs, needs further fore chest development.
Steps cow hocked going, elbows should be tighter, during
movement displays very good drive where reach could be more
pronounced, neck is carried high.
Stock Coat – Junior
Bitch
35

DEBBAR PALOMA A

Very Good

59.5cm 28cm 16mths. Large medium strong, feminine very good
proportions and overall very good type, strong feminine head with
good breadth of skull, ears a little large, good neck, high wither
clean topline, croup could be a little longer, well angled upper arm
which could be a little longer, hindquarter is a little long in lower
thigh, good fore and slightly short underchest development.
Shows good sequence of steps where hocks should be firmer and
elbows tighter. During movement displays very good drive and
good reach, maintains very good outline.
37

GRANDSPY KISS AND TELL
59.5cm 28.5cm 15mths. Large strong, slightly stretched female,
still very good type, strong feminine head, where eye could be
darker and slight roman nose, tips of ears tilt back, and ears are a
little large, neck a little erect in stance, good withers, good length
of neck, back could be firmer in stance, croup could be longer and
better angled, well angled upper arm that could be a little longer,
good hindquarter angulation where lower thigh is a little long,

Very Good

standing correct in front, good sequence of steps coming and
going, elbows should be tighter, during movement shows good
drive and reach where ears should be firmer.
38

DEBBAR QUENTESSA A Z

Very Good

57cm 28cm. 14mths. Below medium size, medium strong, bitch of
good proportions and overall very good type, Strong feminine
head, good expression, good length of neck, high wither, clean
topline, croup could be longer, well angled but slightly short upper
arm, with very good hindquarter angulation where lower thigh
should not be any longer, good breadth of thigh. Good fore and
slightly deep under chest , standing correct in front. Stepping close
going where hocks should be firmer and elbows tighter. During
movement displays very good drive and reach with pronounced
hook in tail. Overall maintains good firmness.
39

CINDERHOF SANSAA

Very Good

13mths 59cm 28cm. large, medium strong, of overall very good
proportions and very good type, with strong feminine head with
dark masking, eyes could be a little darker and ears are a little
large. Good length of neck, high withers firm clean topline, well
angled but slightly short croup, well angled upper arm that should
be longer, with very good hindquarter angulation where ideally
lower thigh should not be any longer, very good length of foreleg.
Good fore and slightly short underchest development, standing
correct in front, steps close going, elbows need to tighten, during
movement displays powerful drive and very good reach
maintaining a very clean outline.
41

KELINPARK VIENETTA

Very Good

Just over 12 mths. 59.5cm 28.5cm. Large, strong, female of
overall very good type, strong feminine head where ideally the
skull should be broader when viewed from front, eyes could be
darker, neck is a little short, withers level, straight back, well
angled upper arm, slightly deep hindquarter angulation, good fore
and pronounced underchest development, stepping close going,
elbows could be tighter. During movement displays very drive and
good reach where wither could remain higher. Hook in the tail.
Stock Coat –
Intermediate Bitch
43

ALMARJO ANOTHER SHOCK A’Z BSC

Very Good

61cm 28.5cm – 2yrs. Very large medium strong, overall good
proportions and very good type, strong feminine head, good
expression, ideally neck could be a little longer, level withers,
straight topline, croup is of good lay, well angled but short upper
arm, very good hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thighs,
good forehand, underchest is a little short, could stand a little
straighter in front, steps close going, elbows should be tighter,
during movement displays very good drive and good reach where
withers should remain higher, shown in a little heavy condition.
44

* CASTASTAR OLEANDER 'A"Z'
59cm 28cm just under 2years. Large medium strong, quite

Very Good

balanced female of overall very good type, strong feminine head,
where planes could be more balanced, good length of neck, firm
clean topline, croup could just be a little longer, well angled upper
arm, very good hindquarter angulation where lower thigh should
not be any longer, good fore and underchest development, could
stand more correct in front, steps a little close going, elbows
should be tighter. During movement displays very good drive,
good reach maintaining a good outline.
46

GEWALT SWEDISH INFLUENCE

Very Good

62cm 28cm - 19mths. Oversize, slightly stretched female, still very
good type, strong feminine head, good breadth of skull where eyes
could be a little darker, good length of neck, high wither, straight
back, croup could be a little longer, well laid but short upper arm,
very good hindquarter, good breadth of thigh, good fore and
underchest development for age, standing correct in front, good
sequence of steps coming and going, elbows and hocks could be a
little firmer. During movement displays very good drive and good
reach,maintains a good outline. Shown out of coat.
Stock Coat – Open
Bitch
49

*AUST CH SHARDON UNDER MY SPELL AZ

Excellent

61.5cm 29.5cm 5yrs 2mths. Very large, medium strong, female of
overall very good proportions and type, strong feminine head with
good dark masking, where skull should be broader when viewed
from front, good dark eyes, good length of neck, high wither, firm
clean topline, quite well angled croup, both upper arm and
shoulder blade should be better angled, very good hindquarter
angulation, where lower thigh should not be any longer, very good
underchest development, stands correct in front, toes are a little
spread, steps a little cowhocked going, during movement displays
very good drive and good reach. Shown in a little heavy condition.
52

*KANTENNA WHATEVER YOU WANT ‘A’ ‘Z’

Excellent

61.5cm 30cm. 4years. Very large strong, feminine female, very
good proportions and type, has strong feminine head, good dark
mask, good length of neck, high withers, firm straight topline,
croup is quite well laid, well angled upper arm with very good
hindquarter angulation, good breadth of thigh, very good fore and
underchest development for age, standing correct in front, steps
close going, elbows need to firm, during movement displays very
good drive and good reach which could be more pronounced, and
presented in firmer condition.
54

GRANDSPY INTENTIONALLY EVIL
58cm 28cm 2.5yrs Above medium size, med strong, feminine
female, good proportions, overall very good type. Has strong
feminine head, with good eye colour, good length of neck, high
wither, straight back, croup is quite well laid but could be longer,
well laid but short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation,
good breadth of thighs, with good fore and slightly short
underchest, standing correct in front, good sequence of steps

Excellent

coming and going where elbows should be tighter. During
movement displays good reach and drive which should be more
powerful, and kept in firmer condition.
Long Stock – Minor
Dog
56

STOBAR KOZTYA

Very Promising

6mths. Above medium size, medium strong, masculine male of
very good proportions and type, strong masculine head, good eye
colour, good length of neck, high withers, clean topline, croup
could be a little longer and better angled, well angled but short
upper arm, very good hind angulation where lower thigh could be
a little bit shorter, good underchest development, could stand
straighter in front and pasterns are a little steep. Cowhocked
going, during moving displays a very good drive but reach should
be freer, but still maintaining a very good outline.
Long Stock – Puppy
Dog
57

DAMONTE STEALIN TIME ( AI )

Very Promsing

11mths. Large medium strong slight stretched male very good
type, strong masculine head, eye could be a fraction darker and
are a little round, neck could be a fraction longer, high wither,
clean topline, croup could be better angled, upper arm could be
longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation, both
fore and underchest could develop further, stands not quite
correct in front, steps close going, elbows should be tighter. In
movement displays a very good drive where the reach should be
more pronounced. Maintains a good outline.
Long Stock – Junior
Dog
59

CH. DEBBAR QUACKER A Z

Very Good

62.5cm 29cm 14mths. Ideal medium size, strong masculine,
overall impressive male, strong masculine head, with good eye
colour and dark masking, good length of neck, high withers firm
clean topline, croup could be a little longer and better angled.
Well laid but short upper arm, very good hindquarter angulation
and breadth of thigh, lower thigh should not be any longer, very
good fore and underchest development for age, standing correct in
front, steps close going, tail is very long, correct coming. During
movement displays powerful drive with good reach. Maintains
impressive outline.
Long Stock – Open
Dog
61

AUST *CH EROICA ICE ICE BABY AZ BSC
63.5cm 29.5cm - 4yrs Just above med size, strong, masculine, well
coloured male, very good proportions and overall construction,
strong masculine head, good eye colour and dark masking, very

Excellent

good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline, well laid
croup, very well angulated both fore and hindquarter, ideally lower
thigh could be a little shorter, very good fore and underchest
development, standing correct in front, steps well going, elbows
could still be tighter. In movement displays powerful drive with
very good reach. Maintaining a very good outline.
Stock Coat – Junior
Dog
68

CH. DEBBAR QUALL A Z

Very Good

64cm 29cm 14mths Large, medium strong, masculine well
proportioned male of very good type and overall very good
construction. Strong masculine head with good breadth of skull,
good length of neck, high wither, firm clean topline, croup could be
a little longer, well angled but short upper arm, very good
hindquarter angulation with good breadth of thigh, good fore and
short underchest development, stands correct in front. Shows
good sequence of steps coming and going where elbows could be
tighter. During movement displays powerful drive and very good
reach with a clean topline. Pasterns could be a little firmer.
Stock Coat –
Intermediate Dog
69

LEISHJACLYN TEXAS TEA DANCER 'A' 'Z'

Very Good

64.5cm 31cm 2.5 yrs. Large just medium strong, masculine male
of still very good type and good proportions, masculine head, with
slight roman nose and ears are large, good neck, level wither,
straight topline, croup should be longer and better angled, upper
arm and shoulder blade should be better angled, very good
hindquarter angulation, good underchest development. Stands
correct in front, toes are spread and flat. Steps close going. In
movement displays good reach and drive where the tail impedes
the drive somewhat.
70

*CINDERHOF RAFFAA AZ

Very Good

64.5cm 30cm - 19mths. Large medium strong masculine
expressive male of very good type, colour and construction. Strong
masculine head, with good eye colour and masking, good length of
neck, high withers, firm clean topline with quite a well laid croup,
well angled slightly short upper arm, very good hind angulation
with very good breadth of thigh and very good fore and
underchest development, standing correct in front, steps close
behind, elbows could be tighter. During movement displays
powerful drive and very good reach maintaining an overall very
good picture.
Stock Coat – Open Dog
73

CH.*HASENWAY DADDY COOL 'A' 'Z' SWN
65.5cm 30.5cm 3.5yrs. Very large, just medium strong slightly
stretched male, still very good type, masculine head, ears could be
set higher, good length of neck, level wither, straight topline, quite

Excellent

well angled croup, well angled short upper arm, very good
hindquarter angulation and breadth of thigh. Good fore and
slightly short underchest development, stands correct in front.
Steps close going, elbows should be tighter. During movement
displays very good drive and good reach, maintaining a good
outline.

